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Perceptual roughness of spatially assigned sparse noise for
rendering reverberation

Nils Meyer-Kahlen,a) Sebastian J. Schlecht,b) and Tapio Lokkic)

Department of Signal Processing and Acoustics, Aalto University, P.O. Box 13100, Aalto, Finland

ABSTRACT:
Multichannel auralizations based on spatial room impulse responses often employ sample-wise assignment of an

omnidirectional response to form loudspeaker responses. This leads to sparse impulse responses in each reproduction

loudspeaker and the auralization of transient signals can sound rough. Based on this observation, we conducted a lis-

tening test to examine the general phenomenon of roughness due to spatial assignment. First, participants assessed

the roughness of both Gaussian noise and velvet noise, assigned sample-wise to up to 36 loudspeakers by two algo-

rithms. The first algorithm assigns channels merely by selecting random indices, while the second one constrains the

time between two peaks on each channel. The results show that roughness already occurs when few channels are

used and that the assignment algorithm influences it. In a second experiment, virtualizations of the test were used to

examine the factors contributing to increased roughness. We systematically show the effect of spatial assignment on

noise and conclude that besides time-differences, level-differences caused by head-shadowing are the principal cause

for the perceived roughness. The results have significance in spatial room impulse response rendering and spatial

reverberator design. VC 2021 Acoustical Society of America. . https://doi.org/10.1121/10.0007048

(Received 10 May 2021; revised 20 September 2021; accepted 12 October 2021; published online 10 November 2021)

[Editor: Jonas Braasch] Pages: 3521–3531

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the perception of spatially sparse noise

is a critical step towards improving the reproduction of

reverberation. The most important example is found in the

rendering stage of broadband parametric methods for spatial

room impulse responses (SRIR), in which an omnidirec-

tional impulse response undergoes sample-wise assignment

to loudspeaker responses by using short-time broadband

directional estimates of the SRIR. Such sample-wise direc-

tional estimates could be obtained, for example, by broad-

band intensity vector processing or time difference of arrival

estimation. Such sample-wise assignment constitutes the

rendering stage of the spatial decomposition method (SDM)

(Tervo et al., 2013), and of other SRIR processing algo-

rithms operating on broadband directional estimates, see, for

example, Zaunschirm et al. (2020) or G€olles and Zotter

(2020). Rendering sound by convolving signals with such

sequences yields reverberators that sound smooth for contin-

uous input signals. However, they may cause a “grainy” or

“rough” impression of the reverberation when convolved

with transient signals. So far, the effect of roughness due to

spatial assignment has been noticed (McCormack et al.,
2020) and a compensation strategy has been proposed (Gari

et al., 2021), but no detailed analysis of the causes is

available.

While broadband parametric SRIR processing is our

main motivation, the aim of this study is to understand the

perception and origin of roughness in spatially distributed

and sparse noise sequences in general. The presented experi-

ments use exponentially decaying Gaussian noise (GN),

selected to mimic the late response of an actual SRIR, and

also decaying velvet noise (VN). Velvet noise is a ternary,

sparse sequence with special properties that has been used

to create computationally inexpensive single-channel rever-

berators (Holm-Rasmussen et al., 2013; J€arvel€ainen and

Karjalainen, 2007; V€alimaki and Prawda, 2021) and decor-

relators (Alary et al., 2017; Schlecht et al., 2018). Until

now, no spatial reverberators using velvet noise have been

created, and we hope that our results can aid in such a

design as well.

Throughout the study, we will use the term “roughness”

to describe the perceptual quality of non-smooth sparse

noise. The main reason is that it has been used in earlier

studies regarding the perception of sparse noise by

J€arvel€ainen and Karjalainen (2007), V€alimaki et al. (2013),

and V€alimaki and Prawda (2021). In psychoacoustics,

roughness is linked to amplitude modulation (Fastl and

Zwicker, 2007). A psychoacoustic measure of roughness,

asper, is defined by the sensation caused by a 60 dB sinusoid

at 1 kHz, 100% amplitude modulated with a frequency of

70 Hz. However, Fastl and Zwicker (2007) also explain that

modulation does not need to be periodic to evoke the sensa-

tion of roughness, as for example a narrow band noise signal

can be described as rough. In fact, the spatial assignment

tested here can be interpreted as a case of pseudo-random

amplitude modulation. Furthermore, when asked for
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comments after each of our experiments, the subjects did not

report major issues with using the attribute to rate our stimuli.

In the following, we describe two experiments.

Experiment I was conducted in a multichannel loudspeaker

array in an anechoic room. In its first part, participants were

asked to rate the roughness of Gaussian noise assigned to

different numbers of loudspeakers. In the second part, we

tested the roughness of Gaussian noise and velvet noise, fol-

lowing assignment to loudspeakers with two different algo-

rithms. Already this first experiment showed the principal

effect of increased roughness due to spatial assignment.

Experiment II was designed to investigate the causes of

this roughness in more detail. For this purpose, a headphone

version of the test was created by convolving the stimuli

with binaural room impulse responses (BRIR), measured in

the same anechoic multi-channel reproduction chamber

used before. Additional stimuli were created by removing

time and level differences between the loudspeakers from

the BRIR and including an omnidirectional response mea-

sured in the chamber.

First of all, we explain the connection to SRIR process-

ing and revisit sparse noise sequences in Sec. II. Then, we

define the used spatial assignment algorithms in Sec. III.

Sections IV and V describe and discuss the two experiments

conducted. In Sec. VI, we discuss implications for reverber-

ation synthesis and possible future work in modelling.

Section VII concludes the article.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Motivation from SRIR processing

The initial motivation for studying sample-wise

assigned noise came from SRIR processing, where in the

SDM and its variants (Gari et al., 2021; Tervo et al., 2013;

Zaunschirm et al., 2020), every sample of an omnidirec-

tional room impulse response is assigned to multiple loud-

speaker responses based on instantaneous directional

estimates. The underlying modelling assumption is that the

entire room response can be decomposed into a collection of

individual sound events that could be referred to as image

sources (Tervo et al., 2013). While in the early part of the

response, such a modelling assumption is appropriate, it is

heavily violated in the late part of the response.

Notwithstanding, the method has been applied successfully

in many studies, including the comparison of concert halls

(Lokki et al., 2016) and stage acoustics (Gari et al., 2019),

smaller music venues (Tervo et al., 2015b), sound studios

(Tervo et al., 2014), movie theaters (Riionheimo and Lokki,

2021), and cars (Kaplanis et al., 2017). However, recently it

was reported that when rendering very transient sounds,

artefacts are audible (Gari et al., 2021; G€olles and Zotter,

2020), which could be described as “roughness” or

“graininess” (McCormack et al., 2020). It appears to be the

sample-wise assignment that causes an otherwise smooth

sounding tail of the room impulse response to sound rough.

Remarkably this effect is inaudible when rendering continu-

ous sounds. An example can be found online.1

In this study, we investigate the basic phenomenon of

roughness due to short-term spatial assignment in isolation,

aiming to understand the reason for its emergence.

Therefore, we use artificial signals like Gaussian noise,

instead of actual room impulse responses, mimicking the

critical late part of the response, and assigning it uniformly

over the sphere. We assume that this is the case were the

strongest roughness should be audible. Furthermore, we

have noticed a strong connection between the sparse sequen-

ces that occur after such spatial assignment of RIR, and arti-

ficial reverberators based on sparse sequences like velvet

noise. In the following, such sequences are used to examine

specific aspects of roughness in sample-wise assigned noise

sequences as well.

B. Sparse noise sequences

Gaussian noise is temporally dense and fully described

by the distribution of its sample values, as shown in the first

row of Fig. 1. Just as a large number of random physical pro-

cesses, the late part of a room impulse response can be mod-

elled as a decaying Gaussian noise sequence (Moorer, 1979),

arising from the central limit theorem (Badeau, 2019).

Velvet noise introduced by J€arvel€ainen and Karjalainen

(2007), on the other hand, represents an example of a ternary

sparse sequence. The only possible non-zero values are �1

and 1, as in digital sequences such as maximum length

sequences that were commonly used for measurements

(Xiang, 2008) and even for binaural reverberation (Xiang

et al., 2019). While digital sequences are dense, the value of

velvet noise is zero most of the time: in the sequence shown

in the last row of Fig. 1 for example, 95.83% of all values

are zero. The sign of the non-zero values is selected ran-

domly, with equal probability for both outcomes. In a vari-

ant of velvet noise called crushed velvet noise (Werner,

2019), different probabilities are assigned to positive and

negative sign, in which more unipolar sequences have high-

pass behaviour.

For any sparse noise sequence including velvet noise,

one can define a mean pulse density �N , measured in peaks

per second. Its inverse gives the average gap size between

peaks, �T . Countless algorithms exist for generating ternary

sparse sequences with the same mean gap size, but using

different peak placement algorithms, also leading to differ-

ent roughness perception (V€alimaki et al., 2013). It is

important to remember that, independent of the peak place-

ment, all of these sequences have the same value distribu-

tion. Therefore, the value distribution is insufficient for

characterizing these sequences. However, one can statisti-

cally examine the placement of gaps between the peaks.

Figure 1 shows VN and TRN as two examples.

The simplest approach for creating a temporally sparse

sequence is to place samples with values �1 or 1 at only

some randomly selected indices. The result is called total

random noise (TRN) (J€arvel€ainen and Karjalainen, 2007). It

can be implemented by drawing M unique random indices

or by a procedure introduced in Rubak and Johansen (1999),
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which is based on realizations r(n) of a continuous, uni-

formly distributed random variable R � Uð0; 1Þ,

hðnÞ ¼
�

Td

Td � 1
rðnÞ � 1

2

� ��
; (1)

where b�e denotes rounding to the closest integer, and Td ¼
�Tfs is the mean gap size in samples. V€alimaki et al. (2013)

found that even at high densities of �N � 8000 pulses per

second (�T � 0:125 ms), TRN sounds rougher than Gaussian

noise.

Interestingly, other generation algorithms can produce

much smoother sounding sequences while maintaining the

exact same mean gap size. Amongst these, velvet noise

(VN) sounds especially smooth (V€alimaki et al., 2013). It is

generated by applying random jitter to a set of uniformly

spaced peaks, so that the indices on non-zero samples can

be computed as

kðmÞ ¼ mTd þ brðmÞTdc; (2)

where b�c denotes rounding to the next lower integer.

At the determined indices k, an impulse with random

sign is placed,

hðnÞ ¼
2brðmÞe � 1 n ¼ kðmÞ;
0 else:

(
(3)

The required mean gap size for a velvet noise sequence to

sound smooth was found to be in the range 0.5 ms� �T
� 0.66 ms (cf. �T � 0:125 ms for TRN) (J€arvel€ainen and

Karjalainen, 2007; V€alimaki et al., 2013). The exact percep-

tual mechanisms that lead to this large perceptual difference

to TRN and other placements are yet to be studied, but look-

ing at the distribution of gaps in Fig. 1, one obvious

difference is apparent: the gaps in VN can never be larger

than 2Td , whereas the gaps in TRN can take any arbitrary

length.

III. SPATIAL ASSIGNMENT

Although the roughness of different sparse sequences has

been studied (J€arvel€ainen and Karjalainen, 2007; V€alimaki

et al., 2013), no research on sample-wise spatially distributed

noise exists so far. In analogy to the different temporal place-

ment algorithms, multiple principles are realizable when

assigning any of the mentioned noise sequences to multiple

loudspeakers. In the case of broadband parametric SRIR proc-

essing, the assignment is conditioned upon the directional

energy distribution present in the SRIR. For the experiments

in this paper, we distribute the samples uniformly over the

sphere using two different principles. First, we apply the most

straightforward approach using a random index s(m) to assign

each peak to one loudspeaker l, such that

sðmÞ � Uf1; Lg; (4)

hlðnÞ ¼
hðnÞ n ¼ kðmÞ; l ¼ sðmÞ;
0 else;

(
(5)

where L is the number of loudspeakers and Uf1; Lg denotes a

uniform discrete random variable with outcomes between 1 and

L. We call such assignment unconstrained. After unconstrained

assignment, the sequences on every single channel hlðnÞ have

unbounded gap size, very much like the rough sounding total

random noise sequence presented above, see Fig. 2.

Second, as an alternative assignment strategy, we form

blocks of L peaks and assign each peak in every block to

exactly one loudspeaker. Formally written, block assignments

ri : f1;…; Lg ! f1;…; Lg are selected from the set of ran-

dom permutations of L elements SL, such that

FIG. 1. Value and gap distribution of Gaussian noise, total random noise, and velvet noise. pAðAÞ denotes the probability of a certain value and pTðTÞ is the

gap probability. TRN and VN have a mean gap size of �T ¼ 0:5 ms.
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sðmÞ ¼ rbm=Lcðm mod LÞ;
ri 2 SL:

(6)

We call this constrained assignment. It is analogous to

the velvet noise generation using the jittered sampling

scheme described above, in the sense that it also leads to a

bounded distribution. Here, the bound is on the maximal

number of peaks that pass before the next peak is assigned

to a specific speaker; it can never be larger than 2L. As a

consequence, if the gap lengths in the original sequence

were bounded, the gaps in the assigned channels are

bounded too. An example of unconstrained and constrained

assignment is shown in Fig. 2. Clearly, the gap distribution

of each channel depends on the assignment principle.

Figure 2 demonstrates the increased sparseness of the

assigned channels, which have a mean gap size of

�TL ¼ L�T : (7)

Note that while Fig. 2 shows the assignment of velvet noise,

sample-wise assignment of Gaussian noise is done in

exactly the same way. In this case, the assigned sequences

become sparse, although the original sequence is dense.

IV. EXPERIMENT I: ASSIGNMENT TO
LOUDSPEAKERS IN THE ANECHOIC CHAMBER

A. Method

The aim of experiment I.a was to test the roughness of

Gaussian noise when assigned to a varying number of loud-

speakers. Experiment I.b tested the different assignment

algorithms. For this, both Gaussian noise and velvet noise

were assigned to a subset of 36 loudspeakers using con-

strained and unconstrained assignments. The experiments

were designed as multiple stimulus comparison tests.

Ratings were obtained on a continuous scale with the lower

end point “very rough” and the upper end point “as smooth

as the reference.” Besides one button for the reference

sound, the GUI showed one slider for each of the tested

sequences, so that they could be compared directly.

All tested sequences had an exponentially decaying

envelope with T60¼ 2 s. The decay was applied to mimic

the application in reverberators and the length was selected,

such that it would be sufficiently long to provide enough

realisations of the random generation variables, revealing

the properties of the sequences. All experiments were car-

ried out at a sampling rate of 48 kHz. The playback system

consisted of a maximum number of 36 Genelec 8341 loud-

speakers in an anechoic environment, fulfilling ISO 3745

down to 50 Hz. The system was calibrated such that a maxi-

mum of LAF ¼ 72 dB was measured in the center of the

array. The test was implemented using Pure Data.

Nine participants (2 female, 7 male) took part in this

first test. They were researchers and students of the

Acoustics Lab, between 26 and 36 years of age, with a mean

age of 28.9 years (SD¼ 4.31). We were interested in testing

experienced listeners, who would be able to focus on the

specific aspect of roughness. There is no unique definition

of listener experience, so it is difficult to control precisely.

However, Zacharov (2018) discussed several conventions.

We considered participants that regularly take part in

FIG. 2. Velvet noise sequence with a mean gap size of �T ¼ 0:5 ms, assigned to L¼ 3 loudspeakers using spatially unconstrained (left) and constrained

(right) assignment. In constrained assignment, every group of three peaks is assigned to each of the channels exactly once (as highlighted by the dashed

box). In unconstrained assignment, long gaps may occur, such as in the second channel. Gap distributions are shown next to the signals. While constrained

assignment leads to a maximum gap size of 3 ms, it is unbounded for unconstrained assignment.
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listening test as experienced listeners, and participants who

design listening tests themselves as experts. According to

this definition, all subjects were experienced, and five sub-

jects could even be considered as experts. Seven participants

had taken part in a velvet noise test before. One participant

reported a reduced threshold of hearing at 4 kHz, all others

had no hearing loss known to their own knowledge. The

authors did not take part in the test.

The experiment consisted of two tests: in experiment

I.a, participants compared the roughness of a single-channel

GN reproduced over one speaker to GN that was distributed

to different numbers of loudspeakers. The seven stimuli and

the reference were presented on one page, so that they

could be compared. The loudspeaker positions are shown in

Fig. 3. The hypothesis was that an increase in the number of

channels leads to an increase in roughness.

In experiment I.b, participants were asked to rate GN

and VN at two densities, following both constrained and

unconstrained assignment to the full set of 36 loudspeakers.

Again, the seven stimuli could be compared to each other.

Here, the hypothesis was that the assignment algorithm

accounts for a roughness difference. Additionally, we were

interested in the overall roughness of the selected VN

sequences in comparison to GN. Independently generated

VN with �T ¼ 0:5 ms on all channels was also included. In

pilot tests, participants found experiment I.b easier than I.a,

as the spatial properties do not change. For this reason, the

order of the tests was not randomized, but experiment I.b

was always presented first. We would expect a larger vari-

ance in experiment I.a, if this test had been presented first.

B. Results

For experiment I.a, Fig. 4(a) shows the result for

Gaussian noise assigned to a varying number of loud-

speakers. To confirm that interpretable differences are pre-

sent in the data of experiment I.a, a one-way repeated

measures ANOVA was conducted. Due to violation of the

sphericity assumption according to a Mauchly test,

v2ð20Þ ¼ 32:29; p < 0:001, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected

results are reported (� ¼ 0:72) (Howell, 2010). There was a

significant effect of the number of loudspeakers;

Fð4:35; 112:99Þ ¼ 388:96; p < 0:001. As post hoc tests,

two-sided paired sample t-tests were conducted. The

reported p-values were adjusted using the Bonferroni-Holm

correction procedure (Holm, 1979).

In both experiments I.a and I.b, a single-channel GN

sequence was used as a reference, and the unconstrained VN

with �T ¼ 0:05 ms was included, such that the results of both

parts can be related. The data shows the increase in rough-

ness with an increasing number of loudspeakers. There was

a significant effect between the two loudspeaker (M

¼ 91.26, SD¼ 11.80) and the four loudspeaker condition

(M¼ 70.08, SD¼ 17.80), tð26Þ ¼ 5:90; p < 0:001. Also,

the roughness increase that was perceived when assigning

the noise to eight (M¼ 49.59, SD¼ 17.04) instead of four

loudspeakers (M¼ 70.08, SD¼ 17.80) was significant,

tð26Þ ¼ 3:86; p ¼ 0:002. Conversely, the mean difference

between eight and 14 loudspeakers was only 8.53, and

between eight and the maximally tested number of 36 loud-

speakers, none of the small roughness differences were

found to be significant.

The results of experiment I.b are shown in Fig. 4(b). Note

that unconstrained GN on all 36 loudspeakers appeared in

both tests. Again, after detecting a violation of sphericity using

the Mauchly test, v2ð20Þ ¼ 45:65; p < 0:001, the repeated

measures ANOVA was conducted with Greenhouse-Geisser

correction (� ¼ 0:64). It indicated significant differences

between the conditions; Fð3:81; 99:07Þ ¼ 388:96; p < 0:001.

As in experiment I.a, the distributed sequences are not per-

ceived as smooth. The results for the VN sequence are very

clear: although, for single-channel VN, a mean gap size of

0.5 ms is sufficient for a smooth sound when compared to GN

(J€arvel€ainen and Karjalainen, 2007; V€alimaki et al., 2013), it

no longer is after spatial assignment.

Moreover, there are significant differences between the

algorithms used for spatial assignment. For the dense VN

FIG. 3. World maps representing surrounding spherical arrangements of 2� 36 loudspeakers used in experiment I.a. The arrangement with 36 loudspeakers

occurred in all experiments.
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sequence the difference between constrained assignment

(M¼ 93.40, SD¼ 8.63) and unconstrained assignment

(M¼ 64.76, SD¼ 15.89) is the largest, tð26Þ ¼ 8:23;
p < 0:001. Also, in the case of GN, there is a notable differ-

ence between constrained (M¼ 48.91, SD¼ 13.49) and

unconstrained assignment (M¼ 36.27, SD¼ 10.46), tð26Þ
¼ 3:55; p ¼ 0:003. Even for the very sparse VN sequence,

an effect was found when comparing constrained (M¼ 6.35,

SD¼ 6,96) and unconstrained (M¼ 2.31, SD¼ 4.95) assign-

ment, tð26Þ ¼ 3:28; p ¼ 0:003.

C. Discussion

The results of experiment I contradict the inherent

assumption made by broadband parametric SRIR rendering

(Tervo et al., 2013). It assumes that since the individual

channel perfectly sum up to the original sequence,

hðtÞ ¼
X

l

hlðtÞ; (8)

no roughness should be heard if the original sequence sounds

smooth. According to this, when the original sequence is

Gaussian or sufficiently dense velvet noise (�T � 0:5 ms), no

roughness should be perceived at all. In experiment I.a, we

see that the GN sequence does not sound smooth at all when

assigned to multiple loudspeakers. Also, in experiment I.b,

we see that velvet noise with �T � 0:5 ms sounds very rough

after assignment. Further, the assignment algorithm does

lead to significant differences, which should not be the case

if the perfect sum was relevant for perception.

As an alternative explanation, one could assume that

listeners would be able to use their binaural hearing system

in order to focus on each channel individually, in a process

of spatial release from masking (Litovsky, 2012). In that

case, roughness perception would only depend on the signal

of every assigned channel seen in Fig. 2. However, accord-

ing to this principle, only the independent velvet noise

should sound smooth in experiment I.b, as every channel

has a mean gap size of �TL ¼ 0:5 ms—the limit for a smooth-

ing sounding velvet noise sequence found by V€alimaki et al.
(2013). Yet constrained VN with a mean gap size of
�T ¼ 0:041 ms before assignment is in fact given very high

ratings, regardless of the fact that every channel has a den-

sity of only �TL ¼ L�T ¼ 36 � 0:041�6 ¼ 1:5 ms; thus it is only

a third as dense as required for each one of them to sound

smooth on their own.

Furthermore, it can be observed that after spatial assign-

ment, the GN sounds rougher than the spatially assigned VN

sequence with a mean gap size of �T ¼ 0:041 ms, although

every channel of the GN is still more than 5 times denser

than the VN (assigned Gaussian noise has a mean gap length

of �T ¼ 0:75 ls on each channel). However, as it follows the

Gaussian value distribution, many sample values are small.

This shows that both values and gaps play a role in rough-

ness perception.

As neither the summed sequence nor the individual

sequences can account for the results, these observations

demand a new explanation for the cause of roughness due to

spatial assignment. Clearly, the final percept depends on the

summed signal at the listeners ears, after assignment and

propagation. Two influences on the propagation path are

easily imaginable. First, even for a central listening position,

there are small time differences sðL;RÞl between the signals

reaching the left and right ear of the listener bðL;RÞ. Second,

head-shadowing causes direction dependent level modifica-

tions g
ðL;RÞ
l in each ear signal

bðL;RÞðtÞ ¼
X

l

g
ðL;RÞ
l hlðt� sðL;RÞl Þ: (9)

This would mean that distributed velvet noise at the lis-

tener’s ears does not correspond to either of the sequences

shown in Fig. 2, but would have characteristics similar to

Fig. 5. These distributions have been calculated by assuming

a distance of 9 cm from the center in the selected

FIG. 4. Results of experiment I.a and I.b as violin plots (Hintze and Nelson, 1998). Signal labels are abbreviated as independent (I), constrained (C), uncon-

strainted (U), velvet noise (VN) and Gaussian noise (GN). A rating of 0 indicates that the sample was “very rough” and a rating of 100 was given if it was

“as smooth as the reference.” Differences according to the hypotheses are marked with * if they are significant (p< 0.05), ** if they are highly significant

(p< 0.01), and *** in the case p< 0.001. (a) Experiment I.a: unconstrained assignment of Gaussian noise to a different number of loudspeakers and uncon-

strained velvet noise with �T ¼ 0:5 ms assigned to all 36 loudspeakers. (b) Experiment I.b: Gaussian and velvet noise using constrained and unconstrained

assignment to 36 loudspeakers.
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loudspeaker array, and gain differences according to the

level of the direct sound of the measured BRIR. The delayed

and weighted summation creates a new gap distribution and

a new value distribution. The gap distribution is less com-

pact than that of the original sequence before assignment

(Fig. 2, top row), but also not as wide as the distribution

found on each channel after assignment. The nature of the

value distribution changes more clearly: VN is not ternary

anymore, some peaks arrive with higher levels than others.

In other words, spatial assignment introduces amplitude

modulation by head-shadowing.

Of course, level differences are actually frequency-

dependent, as they result form the entire head-related trans-

fer function (HRTF). To show the general effect, we only

assume broadband level differences. This can be seen as a

high frequency approximation, as at low frequencies, the

level differences vanish in a real HRTF. To test the hypothe-

sis that both time and level differences play a role and to

check which influence is larger, the effects have been con-

trolled for in the next experiment.

V. EXPERIMENT II: BINAURAL LISTENING TEST
USING HEADPHONES

During the pilot phase of the first experiment, we have

made an interesting observation: when placing an omnidirec-

tional microphone in the center of the array and listening to its

output outside of the reproduction chamber, the sequences

sounded almost perfectly smooth. When placing a dummy

head in the array and listening to the signal, they still sounded

rough. This observation motivated experiment II, which aims

at assessing the cause of the roughness in more detail.

A. Method

For this experiment, the loudspeaker setup was binau-

ralized by convolving the loudspeaker signals with BRIRs,

measured in the loudspeaker array using a KEMAR head

and torso simulator (HATS). A diffuse-field equalizer

derived from the mean of the magnitude responses from all

directions was applied. Experiment II.a used the same signals

as experiment I.b, in order to check the agreement between

the loudspeaker and the headphone version of the test.

Thanks to the virtualization of the test, in experiment

II.b, it was also possible to experiment with modified signals

that would be impossible in a loudspeaker test. For this, a

measurement with a GRAS 46AF omnidirectional measure-

ment microphone was conducted. The microphone was

placed roughly 9 cm away from the center of the array. The

omnidirectional RIR allowed us to study the effect of small

time differences on the roughness of the spatially distributed

noise without the shadowing effect of the human head. An

additional condition was created by time-aligning these

responses, for which sample-valued time lags between the

loudspeakers were computed using the cross correlation

method. The measured and the time-aligned omnidirectional

responses are shown in Fig. 6.

Also, the BRIR measurements were modified to create

additional conditions. First, a diotic condition was created

by mapping the responses measured at the left ear to both

ears. Second, time alignment was applied to this diotic

response. Last, for one condition, the levels of the loud-

speakers were adjusted in the diotic response, based on the

RMS within the first 10.5 ms of the response. As a test sig-

nal, unconstrained VN with a mean gap size of �T ¼ 0:25 ms

was used. All in all, this resulted in six conditions, which

are omnidirectional, omnidirectional with time-alignment,
binaural, diotic, diotic with time alignment, diotic with level
alignment. Also, binauralization of a sparse distributed VN

sequence with �T ¼ 0:5 ms was included, so that the test

would be anchored to the same high-roughness condition as

before. During the pilot phase, it became clear that when

applying the modifications, some of the sequences sounded

smoother than the GN reference. In order to still resolve dif-

ferences on the upper end of the scale, the GN reference was

replaced with the perfect sum of all channels. Participants

were instructed to give the highest rating, if they thought

that any sequence sounded smoother than the reference.

Every test was presented twice in random order.

The test was conducted using headphones, and partici-

pants were able to complete it in their home office. In total,

21 (19 male, 2 female) participants took part in the test. The

mean age of participants was 29.62 years (SD¼ 3.15). All,

except two, participants were experienced listeners, accord-

ing to our definition above, 15 of them can be considered

experts. 13 participants indicated having taken part in a VN

test before. One participant indicated a reduced threshold of

hearing at 2 kHz. In the questionnaire preceding the test,

participants were also asked to indicate the headphone

model they used for the test. All participants used high qual-

ity over-ear headphones produced by different manufac-

turers. The test was implemented using MATLAB. In this way,

the fact that the test had to be conducted remotely introduces

a large number of uncontrollable variables.

FIG. 5. Signal, gap distribution, and value distribution of a velvet noise

sequence with �T ¼ 0:5 ms, unconstrained assignment to loudspeakers at the 36

positions used in the test. Summed according to the simple summation model

in Eq. (9). Delays according to a displacement from the center of 9 cm and

gains determined from a KEMAR BRIR measured in the loudspeaker array.

After assignment, also velvet noise has a more complicated value distribution.
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B. Results

Before conducting a repeated measures ANOVA on the

data from experiment II.a, a Mauchly test was run. It showed

that the sphericity asumption is violated in this case as well,

v2ð20Þ ¼ 113:4; p < 0:001. The subsequent repeated mea-

sures ANOVA using Greenhouse-Geisser correction

(� ¼ 0:57) indicated significant differences, Fð3:42; 140:42Þ
¼ 265:65; p < 0:001.

For Gaussian noise, the difference between constrained

(M¼ 58.79, SD¼ 20.16) and unconstrained (M¼ 46.67,

SD¼ 20.68) assignment is significant again, tð41Þ ¼ 8:23;
p < 0:001. The same holds true for the denser version of

constrained velvet noise (M¼ 89.74, SD¼ 17.02) and

unconstrained velvet noise (M¼ 74.5, SD¼ 21.93), tð41Þ
¼ 3:85; p < 0:001. However, also a general trend towards

less roughness is observed and the variance is larger.

Moreover, the difference between the sparser velvet noise

assignment variants does not show a significant difference.

Since a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicated that the differ-

ence of these two border cases does not follow a normal dis-

tribution, Dð41Þ ¼ 0:25; p ¼ 0:009, a paired t-test is not a

good choice. A Wilcoxon signed rank test also indicated no

significant effect, Z ¼ �0:008; p ¼ 0:92. Although it seems

that the headphone evaluation method makes it possible to

compare the most apparent differences, the increased num-

ber of uncontrollable variables, as well as non individual-

ized HRTFs make it more difficult to find effects.

Nevertheless, new insights are provided by the results

obtained for the modified responses in experiment II.b,

shown in Fig. 7(b). The repeated measures ANOVA using

Greenhouse-Geisser correction � ¼ 0:55, following a posi-

tive Mauchly test, v2ð27Þ ¼ 121:12 p < 0:001, indicates sig-

nificant differences, Fð3:86; 158:26Þ ¼ 326:11; p < 0:001.

As expected from our informal observation, the sequen-

ces convolved with the omnidirectional response (M¼ 76.93,

SD¼ 20.37) sounds much smoother than the one created

using the binaural response (M¼ 13.91, SD¼ 14.67), tð41Þ
¼ 18:71; p < 0:001 Moreover, time-aligning the omnidirec-

tional responses (M¼ 83.10, SD¼ 15.96) yielded a small but

significant reduction of smoothness, when compared to the

omnidirectional response with no alignment (M¼ 76.93,

SD¼ 20.37), tð41Þ ¼ 3:34; p ¼ 0:005. A similarly small

effect is observed between the time-aligned diotic response

(M¼ 22.78, SD¼ 16.80) and the normal binaural response

(M¼ 18.21, SD¼ 15.59), tð41Þ¼2:89; p¼0:012. However,

performing level alignment on the diotic response

(M¼45.60, SD¼20.74) yields a much larger reduction of

roughness, when compared to the diotic response with no

alignment (M¼22.78, SD¼16.80), tð41Þ¼9:90; p<0:001.

FIG. 6. (Color online) Direct sound from the impulse responses used for the different conditions in experiment II. In the online version, each color represents

the response of one loudspeaker channel.
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There is no significant difference between the diotic and

the binaural response; tð41Þ¼1:86; p¼0:69. Also, it

should be noted that no other sequence is capable of recre-

ating the full smoothness of the perfectly summed velvet

noise sequence.

C. Discussion

The results of experiment II.b show that roughness due

to spatial assignment is mainly caused by the effect of level

differences, as a result of head shadowing. Both versions

using the omnidirectional RIR and the level aligned diotic

condition result in significantly higher smoothness ratings

than the diotic condition that includes the level differences.

Intuitively, if some of the sparse sequences on the individual

channels are affected more by head-shadowing than others,

they “stand out” in the summed response as strong peaks, as

some peaks do in Fig. 5. The time differences caused by the

non-central omnidirectional receiver were shown to have a

lesser effect than the level differences.

However, also the version using the omnidirectional

microphone measurement sounds less smooth than the per-

fectly summed sequence. This could be due to non-ideal

loudspeaker calibration and the increased microphone direc-

tivity at high frequencies. Another explanation is that the

room, even being anechoic, influences the sonic character of

the noise. Only the dry, perfect summation develops the

extraordinary smoothness of VN, which is reported to have

a different sonic quality than Gaussian noise. In case of the

binaural stimulus, despite the increase in smoothness

through level alignment, the sequence could not lead to per-

fect smoothness. This is likely due to the simple nature of

the broadband gain adjustment, and applying the inverse of

each participants individual HRTFs magnitude response cor-

responding to the channels would probably decrease rough-

ness even more.

Interestingly, the difference between the binaural and

the diotic condition is relatively small. Thus, static binaural

hearing mechanisms do not seem to play a large role in

roughness perception of this kind. However, one participant

indicted that comparing binaural and monaural stimuli was

difficult. Also, dynamic cues might play a role, as the vir-

tualized setting yielded less roughness than the loudspeaker

condition in general. In experiment I, even though partici-

pants were instructed to stay seated, they could move their

head and rotate their body. Head and body movements cause

time-varying time and level differences and may increase

roughness in this way.

VI. IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The results have implications for broadband SRIR

methods, as well as for artificial reverberation design. With

regards to SRIR methods, we have shown that roughness is

an inherent property of sample-wise assignment that already

occurs when assignment is performed to few loudspeakers.

The effects caused by the listener’s head in the center of a

loudspeaker array is sufficient to cause roughness, where

level differences have a larger effect than time differences.

This means that for mitigation, reproduction will have to go

beyond assignment, making the individual responses less

sparse, as it was done using allpasses by Gari et al. (2021)

and though widening by G€olles and Zotter (2020). An inter-

esting alternative would be to modify the value distribution

of the assigned room impulse response, as we have seen that

velvet noise, which does not have random value fluctuations

can sound more smooth after assignment. In our experiment,

assignment of the late part of a SRIR was mimicked by the

Gaussian noise sequence, which has a white spectrum.

Note that if the original sequence is colored before spa-

tial assignment, the spectrum is flattened by the process. In

broadband parametric SRIR processing, this so-called

FIG. 7. Results of experiments II.a and II.b as violin plots. Signal labels are abbreviated as independent (I), constrained (C), unconstrainted (U), velvet noise

(VN), and Gaussian noise (GN). (a) Experiment II.a: Gaussian and velvet noise using constrained and unconstrained assignment. Binaural version of experi-

ment I.b, cf. Fig. 4. (b) Experiment II.b: velvet noise with a mean gap size of �T ¼ 0:25 ms, which is binauralized using different room impulse responses.
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whitening effect needs to be compensated for by additional

spectral correction (Tervo et al., 2015a; Zaunschirm et al.,
2020), which is not discussed here. Also, it should be men-

tioned that the quality of parametric SRIR methods does not

only depend on roughness, but also timbral and spatial

accuracy need to be taken into account when evaluating

such methods. Further, broadband methods are not the only

possible choice when processing RIR, but methods with

more elaborate sound field models that do not rely on

sample-wise assignment have been described (McCormack

et al., 2020).

The second field of application lies in artificial reverber-

ation design with velvet noise. Recently, a new, efficient

single-channel velvet noise reverberation algorithm was

introduced (V€alimaki and Prawda, 2021). We hope the

insights into roughness caused by different assignment strat-

egies can aid future developments into spatial velvet noise

reverberation.

An excellent possibility for future work would be to the

predict roughness of sparse noise using a psychoacoustical

model, for example, based on the work of Daniel and Weber

(1997). It should be able to predict the required increase in a

sequence when assigned to L loudspeakers, but ideally it

should also allow for explaining the differing roughness per-

ception between sparse noise generation algorithms, as

observed by V€alimaki et al. (2013).

VII. CONCLUSION

The presented experiments studied the roughness of

spatially sparse noise. For the first experiment, we have used

Gaussian noise as an artificial SRIR. The test has shown that

perceived roughness increases when randomly assigning

samples of Gaussian noise to multiple loudspeakers. The

same is observed in the case of velvet noise. Furthermore,

we have demonstrated that the introduced constrained

assignment algorithm results in less roughness. With the lis-

tening experiments, we found that roughness is perceived

already when assigning Gaussian noise to two loudspeakers,

and increases until eight loudspeakers are reached.

Constraining the assignment, such that the number of peaks

that pass before the next peak is assigned to the same chan-

nels, leads to reduced roughness.

Thanks to a binauralized version of the test, we were

also able to show that an important contributor to roughness

due to spatial assignment is head-shadowing, which introdu-

ces level differences between the loudspeaker channels. The

effect of level differences appears to be stronger than that of

time differences. The role of binaural processing in rough-

ness perception is more difficult to assess, but appears to be

small, at least in static binaural reproduction.
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